Modification of single neurons in the kitten's visual cortex after brief periods of monocular visual experience.
Kittens were deprived of form vision by suturing the lids of both eyes, except for a brief period (1, 6 or 20 hours) on the 29th day when the right eye was opened. 6 space and 20 hours of monocular vision produced a distinct shift in the ocular dominance of visual cortical neurons towards the experienced eye, and an increase in the proportion of cells with obvious orientation selectivity. These modifications in the visual cortex were enhanced by a period of "consolidation": they were somewhat less obvious if recordings were taken immediately after the exposure but were complete 2 days later. Although remarkably little visual experience was needed for these changes, the results contrast with the effects of rearing in an environment of vertical stripes, where only 1 hour of exposure produces much more striking effects. A normal visual environment may have a less powerful organizing influence on cortical neurons than such an environment containing only one orientation.